ABSTRACT: The structure of mission management and maneuver planning for multiple UAVs in close formation fl ight is investigated. This article provides a distributed and priority-based platform of guidance and control model to meet requirements for each coordinated maneuver. To accomplish the coordinated maneuvers of multiple UAVs, some levels of hierarchy from mission planning to accurate guidance law are presented. The main focuses have been on the structure of equations and vicinity pattern to avoid a probable collision during maneuver so the high-level decision-maker can integrate all irregularities and solve them at the same time. Unlike complex control systems, the proposed algorithm provides outstanding following performance and inherent collision avoidance pattern due to prioritized tracking. The results show the admissible performance of the framework designed for implementing coordinated maneuvers due to its lower collision probability and noise resistance. According to the simulations, this method also resolves irregularity and disarrangements in the close formation fl ights and tracking media.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems are becoming increasingly important as being capable of performing hazardous tasks which have been previously performed by manned planes and consequently the eff orts spent on human labor and economic cost can be reduced. Th e problem of an autonomous formation fl ight of UAV has been widely studied. Th e aerodynamic benefi ts of formation fl ight, particularly close formation fl ight, have been more studied (Zhang and Liu 2017) . Th e investigation of control issues related to a leader-wingman formation has led to the introduction of diff erent compensation type controllers (Wang and Wang 2017) . Oh et al. (2015) addressed dynamic modeling and formation fl ight control considering aerodynamic eff ects due to the vortices. Xue and Cai (2016) proposed a formation fl ight control scheme based on the concept of formation geometry center, also known as the formation virtual leader with communication constraints. Yang et al. (2004) and Min and Tahk (2005) addressed the formation-keeping control problem for the three-dimensional autonomous formation fl ight. altitudes and velocity vectors have the same manner to change. To prevent complexity, a general strategy needs to be selected for all UAVs in a formation.
TRACKING STRATEGY
Step 1: Hierarchical Framework
The hierarchical design of large-scale multi-vehicle consists of several scenarios of tasks at the formation. According to the prioritized agents and maneuver activity, the trajectory for each vehicle is generated by the hierarchical decision maker. The constructing techniques of this method are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The hierarchical architecture features an upper level with global mission planning (GMP) and leader mission planning (LMP); a middle level with local agent tracking as well as formation design; a low level that interfaces with onboard baseline controllers and GC module. As shown in Fig. 1 , for certain maneuvers, leader mission planning are specified after maneuver design or path generation by leader preprogramming or ground crew pilotage. Maneuver design in relation to path generation process is designed to create a reference pattern to perform the desired strategy for all UAVs. So in leader/follower mission planning (FMP) level, the tracking mission becomes clear. Agents follow the global or local leader on a decentralized priority basis. The hierarchical generated path (GP) is formulated as Eq. 1. 
The GP is a trajectory vector ( ∈ {1,2, … , }). The GC processing acts as a priority function of agent trajectories. So the trajectory of i-th follower ( C D ) is a combinational function The GP is a trajectory vector (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}). The GC processing acts as a priority function of agent trajectories. So the trajectory of i-th follower (T Fi ) is a combinational function of higher priority agents. The GC of i-th agent (GC i ) to apply in Eq. 1, denotes as Eq. 2.
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The GP is a trajectory vector ( ∈ {1,2, … , }). The GC processing acts as a priority function of agent trajectories. So the trajectory of i-th follower ( C D ) is a combinational function of higher priority agents. The GC of i-th agent (GCi) to apply in Eq. 1, denotes as Eq. 2.
In the autonomous form, the leader produces its command from the time-independent variable speed virtual leader (Liu et al. 2013 ) through predefined or maneuver path. Virtual leader, in contrast to the leader, is the point that wingman UAV have to follow and is produced by a leader in the fixed distance. In prioritized tracking, the arrangement of virtual leaders is designed by mission planning in certain and leader-independent ways. In this strategy, each UAV produces a virtual waypoint for lower priority agents. In guidance and control level a priority-based architecture operates the desired commands due to sensor and visibility instruments.
Step 2: Tracking Framework
The design needs to be synchronized with path tracking and following patterns. Using a classical guidance law is a useful strategy in the following process due to its low computational complexity and suitable performance. The lateral accelerations are used for correct tracking errors when two or multi-UAVs are flying at the same speed so the guidance law and related control commands should produce appropriate accelerations. Exploiting the
The design needs to be synchronized with path tracking and following patterns. Using a classical guidance law is a useful strategy in the following process due to its low computational complexity and suitable performance. The lateral accelerations are used for correct tracking errors when two or multi-UAVs are flying at the same speed so the guidance law and related control commands should produce appropriate accelerations. Exploiting the synergistic coupling that exists between the guidance and flight control functions helps to achieve optimal tracking performance. In contrast to the decoupled approach, a GC paradigm facilitates synergism in addition to offering a structured approach to performance optimization. Figure 2 illustrates a notional GC architecture. Adjust output parameters for suitable use in the guidance system is the main part of the controlling system so an additional controller is required in the outer loop for autopilot and actuator section (Sadeghi et al. 2015) . Guidance section of GC is design-based on pure pursuit (PP) parameters. PP law makes the follower approach leader by the shortest lateral path in vector view tracking. According to minimum structural equipment, PP creates a rule that keeps the follower velocity vector in the direction of the line of sight (LOS). Thus, UAV will not dismiss the leader so there would be no need to apply camera stabilizer and heavy equipment to keep continuously reference point tracking.
In spite of such dynamically changing conditions, vehicles in an autonomous team should maintain close distance and attitude with others in order to avoid collisions. In order to reach these goals, two different types of leader-follower approaches have been adopted. First, closer to the architecture of the classical network, establishes a fixed pattern due to the leader position. A fixed distance from leader specifies the reference location for other agents. Each UAV try to reach this relative distance independently. Second, perform a priority architecture due to a hierarchical structure and routes data in the dependent traversing. Each UAV follows the local leader according to the priority structure. In this type, some levels of the hierarchy are needed to reach the destination. Figure 3 illustrates the first approach for the agents located in the left-hand of the leader and the second approach for the right-hand UAVs. According to the PP guidance inspiration, some collision avoidance roles are inherently considered in the priority hierarchical tracking. Figure 4 shows the major critical situation. Left-hand tracking (without priority) leads to a collision at the moment of approximation (Fig. 4a ) while right-hand tracking has its critical situation where higher priority UAV is located in the LOS between lower priority UAV and virtual waypoint at the moment of approximation in the time t. so in the next moment, the strategy leads to no collision term with a higher probability, as shown in Fig. 4b . To derive the main equations, the state and control parameters should be defined according to problem requirements. The following nonlinear equations can express the plant model (Eqs. 3 to 5): To derive the main equations, the state and control parameters should be defined according to problem requirements. The following nonlinear equations can express the plant model (Eqs. 3 to 5): xx/xx Equation 3 describes a nonlinear plant with state vector , driven by control input vector and subjected to a set of exogenous input variables represented by vector , which include disturbances to be rejected and possibly references to be tracked. Equation 4 defines a set of measured variables represented by vector , which are functions of x(t) and w(t). Finally, Eq. 5 defines the performance output vector . The performance output parameters are specified to be those components of the state and control vectors deemed crucial to the design problem. The terms f (x, t), b(x, t), d(x, t), g(x, t) , and h(x, t) are nonlinear vector functions, and c(x, t) and e(x, t) are matrices of appropriate dimensions, state vectors dependent. Hence the model has been defined; it must be brought to the state-dependent form. According to the tracking pattern, an overview of the state x(t), measurement y(t), control u(t), and performance output z(t) vectors is given in Eq. 6: 
where x1(t) denotes the guidance parameter in the term of relative distances ( jkl m ( )) and velocity (̇j kl m ( )), leader acceleration ( M m ( )) and leader velocity ( M m ( )); x2(t) represents body motion states; and x3(t) shows the relative attitude due to multi-agent coordinated maneuver. In
Eq. 6, Ç m ( ) denotes the output acceleration of guidance unit as the reference command. These parameters must be solved for all UAVs during tracking and formation maneuvers, according to hierarchical structure as well as agent priority.
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In the considered guidance and control method, pursuit guidance will produce a set of acceleration commands in the inertial coordination. When these commands are transferred in the UAV body coordination, the control reference commands will be produced and compared by the model output parameters. This method of implementation can be applied to all maneuvers. Maneuver attributes are presented in Eqs. 7 to 10.
In the considered guidance and control method, pursuit guidance will produce a set of acceleration commands in the inertial coordination. When these commands are transferred in the UAV body coordination, the control reference commands will be produced and compared by the model output parameters. This method of implementation can be applied to all maneuvers. Maneuver attributes are presented in Eqs. 7 to 10. where å⃗ is location vector in the inertial coordination system and å⃗ jká reference distance vector in the inertial (ϕ, θ and ψ) axis. Subscript L, F and c assign parameters to leader, follower and reference commands of the control system, respectively. During the formation flight, formation-keeping process is concerned as an independent maneuver which have to tune reference parameter on the desired condition. Equation 11 shows this condition.
(11)
Additionally to the task of configuration, when the followers deviate from the reference path, guidance accelerations would have a value and return the UAVs to their desired position.
Deviation from the desired position and following up the virtual leading point is presented in 
Additionally to the task of configuration, when the followers deviate from the reference path, guidance accelerations would have a value and return the UAVs to their desired position. Deviation from the desired position and following up the virtual leading point is presented in Fig. 5 . is expressed in the body coordinate system of the leader and the coordination of the follower is defined in the inertial NED system. Determining the relative distance between leader and follower (R) requires reference point to transfer from the body axis of the leader to NED. This transfer is shown in Eq. 12. Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) is applied to transfer from the body axis to NED axis. The inputs of DCM are attitude parameters of the leader. Equation 13 shows the magnitude of the reference distance vector. In order to calculate the relative distance of guidance law (R), the vector of the reference point and coordinates of the leader are deduced in the NED frame as shown in Eq. 14.
14 follower (R) requires reference point to transfer from the body axis of the leader to NED. This transfer is shown in Eq. 12. Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) is applied to transfer from the body axis to NED axis. The inputs of DCM are attitude parameters of the leader. Equation 13 shows the magnitude of the reference distance vector. In order to calculate the relative distance of guidance law (R), the vector of the reference point and coordinates of the leader are deduced in the NED frame as shown in Eq. 14.
(12) (13) (14) where å⃗ M is the vector of the leader location in NED axis, å⃗ C is the follower location vector in NED axis and é å⃗ jká é shows the distance between the real leader and the virtual point.
The output acceleration of guidance law as the reference command is calculated in inertial NED axis. These accelerations must be rotated in follower body axis and compared with UAV accelerations. This process produces desired control attitude parameters in a distributed form. Pursuit lateral guidance in NED axis depends on follower velocity and relative distance. 
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The output acceleration of guidance law as the reference command is calculated in inertial NED axis. These accelerations must be rotated in follower body axis and compared with UAV accelerations. This process produces desired control attitude parameters in a distributed form. Pursuit lateral guidance in NED axis depends on follower velocity and relative distance. (Blakelock 1991) . (15) where å⃗ jkl is the relative distance from the virtual leader, å⃗ C is the velocity of the follower, N is acceleration ratio, and | | is the vector magnitude. The result of Eq. 15 is lateral accelerations of the follower UAV in inertial axis, which should be rotated in the control section and adapted to body system output accelerations to have a better response on UAV control surface (Yamasaki et al. 2009 ). Guidance acceleration vector is perpendicular to body velocity vector so this acceleration only provides the desired attitude and cannot compensate the relative distance in same speed formation flight. Therefore, it is required to use controller to provide
interesting similarity is found in relation to PP guidance. Equation 15 represents this acceleration (Blakelock 1991) . (15) where å⃗ jkl is the relative distance from the virtual leader, å⃗ C is the velocity of the follower, N is acceleration ratio, and | | is the vector magnitude. The result of Eq. 15 is lateral accelerations of the follower UAV in inertial axis, which should be rotated in the control section and adapted to body system output accelerations to have a better response on UAV control surface (Yamasaki et al. 2009 ). Guidance acceleration vector is perpendicular to body velocity vector so this acceleration only provides the desired attitude and cannot compensate the relative distance in same speed formation flight. Therefore, it is required to use controller to provide axial acceleration in velocity direction. It should be imposed to the UAV within the limited bounds. Total acceleration has two sections: first section is guidance accelerations (ac), and second is acceleration related to thrust (aT). Total acceleration in follower body axis (subscript B) is (Eq. 16): (16) In order to achieve the coordinated motion between all UAVs, it is better to have all agent attitude angles in a range. According to the attitude rate in Eqs. 17 to 19, the attitude The output acceleration of guidance law as the reference command is calculated in inertial NED axis. These accelerations must be rotated in follower body axis and compared with UAV accelerations. This process produces desired control attitude parameters in a distributed form. Pursuit lateral guidance in NED axis depends on follower velocity and relative distance. Consider the reference point or virtual leader as a target and the aircraft as a missile. Then, an interesting similarity is found in relation to PP guidance. Equation 15 represents this acceleration (Blakelock 1991) .
where R → rel is the relative distance from the virtual leader, V → F is the velocity of the follower, N is acceleration ratio, and | | is the vector magnitude. The result of Eq. 15 is lateral accelerations of the follower UAV in inertial axis, which should be rotated in the control section and adapted to body system output accelerations to have a better response on UAV control surface (Yamasaki et al. 2009 ). Guidance acceleration vector is perpendicular to body velocity vector so this acceleration only provides the desired attitude and cannot compensate the relative distance in same speed formation flight. Therefore, it is required to use controller to provide axial acceleration in velocity direction. It should be imposed to the UAV within the limited bounds. Total acceleration has two sections: first section is guidance accelerations (ac), and second is acceleration related to thrust (a T ). Total acceleration in follower body axis (subscript B) is (Eq. 16):
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In order to achieve the coordinated motion between all UAVs, it is better to have all agent attitude angles in a range. According to the attitude rate in Eqs. 17 to 19, the attitude control regulates relative attitude with parametric form due to Eqs. 20 to 22 in the form of linear control. 
The attitude angles ̇M , ̇M and ̇M are the commanded attitude angles rate and ô , ù and û are the adjustable control parameters. The control vector u(t) comprises actuator position commands. Given the state and control definitions, the performance output vector z(t)
contains the elements necessary to specify GC performance, relative kinematic states in addition to UAV dynamic states and control signals. Notice that we have included the relative velocity states in the performance output. Although these parameters are not critical to our problem, they allow additional flexibility to define tracking guidance performance.
FORMATION INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK
The linear control method is applied to convert the guidance commands to the desired angle of UAV control surface. The GC hierarchy is designed in the form of control loops. The formation connection controller regulates the topography and all activity. 
The control vector ui(t) tends to the formation control if the position of UAVs satisfies
the desired distance between i-th UAV and j-th UAV in
formation (Xue and Cai 2016) . The multi-UAV system can shape and maintain an expected formation with a desired velocity under the formation-keeping attribute. Figure 6 illustrates
The attitude angles , and are the commanded attitude angles rate and , and are the adjustable control parameters. The control vector u(t) comprises actuator position commands. Given the state and control definitions, the performance output vector z(t) contains the elements necessary to specify GC performance, relative kinematic states in addition to UAV dynamic states and control signals. Notice that we have included the relative velocity states in the performance output. Although these parameters are not critical to our problem, they allow additional flexibility to define tracking guidance performance.
FORMATION INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK
The linear control method is applied to convert the guidance commands to the desired angle of UAV control surface. The GC hierarchy is designed in the form of control loops. The formation connection controller regulates the topography and all activity.
The real m × n matrix R
. The location vector is a function of velocity and attitude angles as
, so the control variable (u i ) is presented as a function of R vector for the transformed dynamic models of the i-th UAV as follows (Eq. 23):
The control vector u i (t) tends to the formation control if the position of UAVs satisfies R ref ij = t →∞ (Ri(t) -Rj(t)) , the desired distance between i-th UAV and j-th UAV in formation (Xue and Cai 2016) . The multi-UAV system can shape and maintain an expected formation with a desired velocity under the formation-keeping attribute. Figure 6 illustrates multi-agent GC implementation during relative motions. This structure indicates how to connect different parts of the follower in relation to other agents. In the internal loop, UAV attitude ( xx/xx control surface ([δ e , δ a , δ r ]) will be calculated. The relative attitude between leader and follower (Θ rel ) is the parameter that makes more coordinated maneuvers. The follower output acceleration (a F ) is composed of three velocity rates ([u . , v . , w . ] ) in the body axis.
In the outer control loop, a roll damper and some stabilizer commands are used with regard to proper dynamic stability and the propeller torque. In order to compensate the longitudinal distance (R), the velocity controller has been used in thrust channel. In short, to perform a coordinated maneuver in control view, we use three external control commands (Θ L , R L , V L ) belonging to leader or frontal UAV. We use the guidance-based control in this article. Another approach can also be used for formation maneuvers such as inertial angle control or nonlinear control. In inertial bases, a control structure is used to make null the inertial relative angles. The nonlinear controls are usually associated with vehicles model and are sensitive to disturbances. The main advantage of the pure pursuit method is the associated tracking which the nose is always pointing to the leader, hence the target will not be missed. This makes a precise tracking with less equipment.
In the result section, we compare this work's results with other approaches in the same scenarios. According to the results obtained in other methods, we try to show the results of the simulations in the comparative mode between our methods and other methods in the same figures. The design coefficients of the methods are exactly those indicated in the references.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our method, the guidance-based control is applied to make a formation in maneuver situations. We compare our result (PP and PN) with the result of Park et al. (2004) in the tracking ability with the same vehicle; so two guidance methods (PP and PN) are compared with PD/PID and nonlinear guidance logic (NGL) methods in the aspect of tracking ability and noise adaptation. Two scenarios of matching motion on the straight trajectory and circular trajectory are simulated. Park et al. (2004) explained the results for PD/PID and NGL method, so we show the results of PN and PP on his output figures. In Figs. 7 and 8 , the results are compared in the tracking ability of the linear and circular trajectories. 
xx/xx Figure 7 represents the 10-meter cross track in a linear straight maneuver. According to the results, the PN converges faster than others and PP converges to the straight line about 5 s later. Figure 8 shows the simulation setup and the associated results. Results indicate appropriate tracking with the guidance methods especially NGL, PN and PP.
According to Figs. 7 and 8, it was shown that the NGL approximates our PN and PP guidance-based controller on tracking error. To evaluate the sensitivity of mentioned algorithms, the results are recorded during 100 runs in several maneuvers and three uncertainty fields: 1) control parameter error; 2) distance error; 3) Leader missing. Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the results under the effect of Gaussian noise with the different standard deviation (SD) applied to the mentioned parameters. The error percentage is related to the SD around the principal values and compared with the clean situation during the simulations. If X is the clean noise) of performance parameters (tracking trajectory, leader tracking and …), º is the average of X during clean maneuvers, Ω is the noisy parameter, and © Ω is the SD of Ω under noise situation. The percent of error during maneuver is defined as follow (Eq. 24): 
value (without noise) of performance parameters (tracking trajectory, leader tracking and …), is the average of X during clean
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xx/xx maneuvers, is the noisy parameter, and is the SD of under noise situation. The percent of error during maneuver is defined as follow (Eq. 24): To achieve the results of Tables 1 to 3 , it is necessary to add desired noise to the parameters obtained in the first left column of the tables and to calculate the results of each simulation. In Table 1 , the noise is entered into the control coefficients (such as K p , K i and K d for PID control Method) and the average of tracking error is calculated during multiple simulations. In Table2, the distance diagnostic error is entered into the simulation process and the result of the average tracking error is measured for all methods. In Table 3 , the ability of methods to maintain a leader in the field of view (FOV) is measured due to leader location diagnostic error. This parameter is very important to minimize hardware structure for low-cost UAVs. According to these results, in the noise-free modes, NGL and model-based methods are more efficient than other methods such PN and PP. PN and PP methods are more efficient than the other methods for tolerating the errors where the input errors size increases. According to simulations, the sensitivity results show the performance of PN and PP methods, but PP has the least leader missing factor in the noisy situations. So this method is suitable for other simulations.
MANEUVER RESULTS
In this article, a six-degrees-of-freedom Aerosonde UAV model is used for coordinated maneuver. A nonlinear Simulink model of Aerosonde was derived based on that provided in the Unmanned Dynamics AeroSim Blockset (Unmanned Dynamics LLC 2016). Nonlinear six-degrees-of-freedom model is applied to simulate the control processes for formation flight and different
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xx/xx maneuvers. This model considers all the possible environmental factors and uncertainties including wind, wind shear, and atmospheric turbulence by using the total atmospheric model in its control program.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the designed algorithms for performing maneuvers, some linear and nonlinear maneuvers were tested. For simulating the critical condition, UAV's starting point for all the maneuvers is set at different positions and different altitudes. The maneuver paths for the leader UAV are planned at several specific trajectories. The second-row UAVs at both sides of the leader must follow the virtual leader, according to the guidance and control algorithm at reference distance behind the leader. For the case of an unlimited number of airplanes, the virtual leader for a follower at each row is only formed within the reference distance from the direct frontal UAV. Equations of UAV's guidance and control (Eqs. 12 to 23) are implemented in all followers. Table 4 denotes the initial condition for leader and followers in all maneuvers. 
Linear Maneuvers
For analysis of linear motion, three maneuvers are considered as follows. In these types of maneuver, the leader UAV has a straight longitudinal velocity equal to 20 m/s in three different directions far from followers. As shown in Figs. 9 to 11 each UAV Figure 9 . Straight maneuver in East direction without altitude change. starts its motion from the different starting point and tries to approach the virtual leading point defined based on the distance from the frontal UAV. The obtained results demonstrate the high accuracy achieved by using a hierarchical method of performing the maneuver.
To evaluate the controlling sensitivity, state-change controller and coordinated flight, results belonging to the first 100 s of sample maneuver as a most critical phase of motion are shown in Fig. 12 .
In Fig. 12 the surface deflection of UAVs is compared to the motion beginning. These results show that the guidance-control platform played a good role in damping the uncertainty as well as coordinating deflection due to coordinated maneuvers. UAVs on the same side have the same deflection approach and contrast those on the opposite side.
Nonlinear Maneuver
For nonlinear analysis, two types of nonlinear circular maneuvers are considered: steady-state level turn, and helical turn. The steady state level turn maneuver is performed in a circular motion with a radius of about 4 km and zero rate of climb at a constant speed for the leader UAV. In helical maneuver, a circular path is defined with a radius of about 4 km and rate of climb equal to Figs. 13 and 14 , it can be observed that although airplanes start their motions at different starting points and different altitudes, they start to perform circular motion at an altitude of 1050 m along their specified path. Irregularities observed at the beginning of their motion are due to different altitude, the distance between the airplanes and a closed position to the leader UAV at the starting point. Figures 13 and 14 show that, although this maneuver started under difficult and unusual initial conditions, great robustness is observed from the proposed algorithm. Table 5 shows the collision probability for 100 simulations of each maneuver in a variety of initial conditions. These results show that the priority basis method has the lesser collision probability and causes the safer coordinated tracking. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper presented an approach to the design of hierarchical trajectory tracking which sustains specified geometry in multiple UAV maneuvers. The objective of this paper is the development of a general framework to implement several formation maneuvers due to UAVs relative distance, attitude and mission requirements. It contributes decentralized method to gathering all of the UAVs during leader path following. Each UAV tracks the trajectory of its own virtual leader created by the frontal UAV.
We use the guidance-based control in this paper. The main advantage is model-independent execution instead of other modelbased approaches such as inertial angle control or nonlinear control. The model-based approaches are usually associated with vehicles dynamics model and are sensitive to the disturbances. Also, the advantage of the proposed method is associated with a tracking where the nose is always pointing to the leader and the target will not be missed. This makes a precise tracking with less equipment. In the result section, we compare the results from this work and other approaches.
The design is based on compensation-type controllers to minimize tracking errors along the forward, lateral and vertical axes. The analysis shows that the availability of the Euler angles from the leader aircraft is critical for the wingman to maintain the assigned formation geometry throughout the maneuvered flight. The design has been verified through a set of simulation xx/xx studies interfacing the aircraft models and the guidance-control schemes in Simulink with a real environment. The results of the simulation show a desirable performance of the formation control in maneuvering schemes. In the control algorithm, all the gains amplitude are computed by Ziegler-Nichols (1942) method in the linear form of the equation of motion; but due to great uncertainty used in Aerosonde model, all the gains were tuning manually before the maneuver. With several try and error (TAE) methods, the constant gains are regulated around the Ziegler-Nichols magnitude until satisfying all types of maneuver. In the case of sensitivity, the guidance-based methods have higher robustness and better response to error increasing. The results of NGL, PN and PP are almost in the same range but PN and PP are more robust against the error increasing. The PP method has the least leader missing in maneuver situation so this can be a more appropriate structure for this problem.
Although good responses are achieved from designed guidance and control system, some limitations are neglected. Communication range between UAVs, camera resolution, FOV limitation, and time delay of camera object recognition have to assign to equations. Future works can focus on designing guidance law and control scheme due to communication and camera limitations. Another approach to future works is to derive relative parameters from another sensor such as infrared and ultrasonic to perform camera data fusion due to camera uncertainty. For PID gains in the nonlinear platform, we suggest some gain scheduling methods such as fuzzy PID and Neuro-fuzzy method, using the variable coefficients instead of constant coefficients to increase controller performance. There is a considerable trade-off between coordinated flight and guidance method at the beginning of formation maneuvers when UAVs start a formation from different initial points. All guidance commands try to solve a minimum time problem while coordinated commands make a different situation. The transient patterns can be introduced as another future work related to fuzzy or optimal control as well as heuristic methods.
